Religious Liberty, Health Care, and the Culture Wars

in Law, Religion, and Health in the United States 21 (Holly Fernandez Lynch et al. eds., Cambridge 2017)

This was the keynote address at a Harvard conference on religious liberty issues with respect to health care. The conference was a response to the Supreme Court's 2014 decision in Hobby Lobby (in volume 3 at 409), and while the conference organizers invited people from both sides, those hostile to religious liberty predominated. All the papers were collected in an edited volume.

I briefly surveyed the field and argued that much of the reaction to Hobby Lobby was overblown. Part 1 mostly summarizes analysis presented in greater depth in The Campaign against Religious Liberty, in this volume at 785. Part 2 is new. In health care as elsewhere, it is usually possible to protect the liberty of both sides. But not always: I agree that Catholic hospitals should not be allowed to acquire local monopolies over women's reproductive health care.

The Supreme Court's decision in Hobby Lobby inspired a large and vehement reaction, including the conference on which this volume is based. Most of the reaction has been overreaction. Neither Hobby Lobby, nor religious liberty more generally, is a significant threat to American health care.

Hobby Lobby and its follow-on case, Zubik v. Burwell, are summarized in the Introduction to this volume. After briefly highlighting some of the key take-aways from those two cases, I will turn to other alleged conflicts between religious liberty and health care. Some of these are real; others are imaginary, found only in parades of horribles from opponents of religious liberty. Finally, I consider appropriate limits on religious exemptions in the health care context.

I am grateful to Douglas Rogers and Eric Backman for research assistance. All websites were last visited on February 22, 2017.
1. Contraception

I begin by summarizing three points that I have elaborated elsewhere. First, *Hobby Lobby* arose because, for the first time in American history, government required adherents of the nation’s largest religions to violate core religious teachings. Also for the first time, government refused exemption to conscientious objectors who believed they were being asked to cooperate in killing. The *Hobby Lobby* plaintiffs believe that the drugs and devices at issue sometimes prevent the implantation in the uterus of a fertilized egg, thus killing what they believe to be a very young human being. Their views may appear idiosyncratic; most Americans would not characterize such a very early termination of a pregnancy as a killing, or even as an abortion. But the owners of Hobby Lobby believed that they were being asked to pay for killings, and such an extraordinary burden on conscience is entitled to respect. It was these unprecedented demands on what are now our largest religious minorities that escalated the conflict between religion and government and provoked the litigation.

Second, there was ample precedent for exempting businesses. Statutory exemptions from performing or assisting with abortions, or with assisted suicides, protect incorporated for-profit hospitals, hospices, and medical practices. Exemptions for kosher slaughter protect incorporated for-profit slaughterhouses. Both sides in the House of Representatives understood the language of the Religious Freedom Restoration Act to protect incorporated for-profit businesses; this was common ground in a 1999 debate on whether to exclude most civil-rights claims from a bill with language substantially identical to that of RFRA.

Third, the decision in *Hobby Lobby* is narrow. The case was decided on the ground that the government could provide free emergency contraception without making the employer pay for it, contract for it, or arrange for it. The employer’s health insurer, or its third-party administrator in self-insured plans, must provide free contraception with segregated funds and segregated communications to insured employees. The insurers are expected to recoup their costs

1. The points in this paragraph are developed and documented in Douglas Laycock, *The Campaign Against Religious Liberty*, in *The Rise of Corporate Religious Liberty* 231, 232-34 (Micah Schwartzman et al. eds., Cambridge 2015) [in this volume at 786-89].

2. The points in this paragraph are developed and documented *id.* at 234-38 [in this volume at 789-93].

3. The points in this paragraph are developed and documented *id.* at 238-42 [in this volume at 793-98].
through the savings from fewer pregnancies; the third-party administrators are passing the costs on to the government.\footnote{I analyze this solution in greater detail in Douglas Laycock, Religious Liberty and the Culture Wars, 2014 U. Ill. L. Rev. 839, 851-63 [in this volume at 749-63].}

This solution, which the government had developed for religious nonprofits, could also be made available to for-profits. The Court said that if this were done, the impact on employees would be “precisely zero.”\footnote{Burwell v. Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc., 134 S. Ct. 2751, 2760 (2014) [in volume 3 at 409].} The government has now extended this solution to closely held for-profit businesses. Numbers for insured plans are not available, but the government represented in 2016 that it was paying for free contraception for 624,000 employees of conscientious objectors with self-insured plans, that the fraction of these employees receiving free contraception matched what would be actuarially expected in the general population, and that this less restrictive solution was working smoothly.\footnote{Supplemental Reply Brief for Respondents at 4, 10 n.8, Zubik v. Burwell, 136 S. Ct. 1557 (2016).}

\textit{Hobby Lobby} did not say that whenever government exempts nonprofit religious organizations, it must also exempt for-profit businesses. Rather, it said that when government has available a solution that fully serves its interest and imposes no costs on employees, it must use that solution rather than burden religious liberty. And \textit{Hobby Lobby} did not say that employers get a RFRA exemption even though some employees must do without benefits promised to them by the law. That would be a different case, and at least in \textit{Hobby Lobby}, Justice Kennedy pretty clearly signaled opposition to that.

Some religious nonprofits object that this solution is inadequate. They demand not just an exemption for themselves, but also a right to prevent their secular insurers from providing contraception. It is no surprise that after \textit{Hobby Lobby} and before \textit{Zubik}, eight of nine courts of appeals to consider the remaining objections to this accommodation have upheld the regulations.

But in \textit{Zubik}, the Supreme Court appears to have been deadlocked. It issued a remand order urging the parties to settle.\footnote{Zubik v. Burwell, 136 S. Ct. 1557 (2016) [in volume 3 at 444].} The Court claimed that “[b]oth petitioners and the Government now assert,” in supplemental briefing, that it is “feasible” to provide free contraception through petitioners’ insurance companies without requiring any notice from petitioners. The Court acknowledged that “there may still be areas of disagreement between the parties on issues of implementation,” but claimed that the importance of these disagreements was unclear. The parties “should be afforded an opportunity to arrive at an approach going forward that accommodates petitioners’ religious exercise while at the
same time ensuring that women covered by petitioners’ health plans ‘receive full and equal health coverage, including contraceptive coverage.” The Court explicitly disclaimed any view on the merits of any issue in the case; Justices Sotomayor and Ginsburg, concurring, emphasized this disclaimer while clearly signaling their own view of the merits.

The Court’s order appeared to be an attempt to buy time, pending the confirmation of a ninth Justice. The disagreements “on issues of implementation” were deal breakers—demands from the religious organizations that the government said were entirely unworkable and in some ways illegal. Unless one or both sides cave in negotiations, these cases will come back to the Court unchanged. Both sides held firm during the Obama Administration, but the Trump Administration’s position remains to be seen. It threatens to repeal the Affordable Care Act, which would end this dispute; it might also repeal the contraceptive mandate or settle the Zubik cases on the religious organizations’ terms.

The rather desperate order in Zubik may imply that the Court was divided four-four on the merits; it at least implies that one or more Justices hoped to avoid deciding. This apparent deadlock surprised me. A decision for the religious non-profits here would cause the decision in Hobby Lobby to come unglued. And the religious organizations’ claim of burden is much weaker than other claims of burden that the Court has rejected.

The employers in Hobby Lobby were required to pay, contract, and arrange for drugs and devices they believed to be abortifacients. The employers in Zubik do not have to pay, contract, or arrange for anything that they object to. That seems to be a fundamental difference. But it is not a difference that changed the bottom line for the interest groups lined up on each side in both cases, and perhaps it did not matter to any Justice.

If the ultimate decision in Zubik leaves women without seamless access to free contraception, then parts of the criticism the Court received after Hobby Lobby will finally have some basis in fact. But we are not there yet, and I still think that those who would take us there do not have the votes on the Supreme Court. Justice Kennedy still seems unlikely in the end to vote for an outcome that deprives women of free contraception. Religious liberty subject to the compelling interest test is not a threat to American health care.

8. Id. at 1560.

9. Compare Supplemental Brief for Petitioners at 6 (demanding separate insurance policies and separate enrollment processes), with Supplemental Reply Brief for the Respondents 3-6, 8-9 (rejecting these demands as illegal and an obstacle to women actually receiving contraception).

10. See Brief of Baptist Joint Committee for Religious Liberty as Amicus Curiae in Support of Respondents at 8-11, 21-26, Zubik [in volume 3 at 450-52, 457-60].
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1. Contraception
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through the savings from fewer pregnancies; the third-party administrators are passing the costs on to the government.4

This solution, which the government had developed for religious nonprofits, could also be made available to for-profits. The Court said that if this were done, the impact on employees would be "precisely zero."5 The government has now extended this solution to closely held for-profit businesses. Numbers for insured plans are not available, but the government represented in 2016 that it was paying for free contraception for 624,000 employees of conscientious objectors with self-insured plans, that the fraction of these employees receiving free contraception matched what would be actuarially expected in the general population, and that this less restrictive solution was working smoothly.6

_Hobby Lobby_ did _not_ say that whenever government exempts nonprofit religious organizations, it must also exempt for-profit businesses. Rather, it said that when government has available a solution that fully serves its interest and imposes no costs on employees, it must use that solution rather than burden religious liberty. And _Hobby Lobby_ did _not_ say that employers get a RFRA exemption even though some employees must do without benefits promised to them by the law. That would be a different case, and at least in _Hobby Lobby_, Justice Kennedy pretty clearly signaled opposition to that.

Some religious nonprofits object that this solution is inadequate. They demand not just an exemption for themselves, but also a right to prevent their secular insurers from providing contraception. It is no surprise that after _Hobby Lobby_ and before _Zubik_, eight of nine courts of appeals to consider the remaining objections to this accommodation have upheld the regulations.

But in _Zubik_, the Supreme Court appears to have been deadlocked. It issued a remand order urging the parties to settle.7 The Court claimed that "[b]oth petitioners and the Government now assert," in supplemental briefing, that it is "feasible" to provide free contraception through petitioners' insurance companies without requiring any notice from petitioners. The Court acknowledged that "there may still be areas of disagreement between the parties on issues of implementation," but claimed that the importance of these disagreements was unclear. The parties "should be afforded an opportunity to arrive at an approach going forward that accommodates petitioners’ religious exercise while at the


same time ensuring that women covered by petitioners’ health plans ‘receive full and equal health coverage, including contraceptive coverage.’” The Court explicitly disclaimed any view on the merits of any issue in the case; Justices Sotomayor and Ginsburg, concurring, emphasized this disclaimer while clearly signaling their own view of the merits.

The Court’s order appeared to be an attempt to buy time, pending the confirmation of a ninth Justice. The disagreements “on issues of implementation” were deal breakers—demands from the religious organizations that the government said were entirely unworkable and in some ways illegal. Unless one or both sides cave in negotiations, these cases will come back to the Court unchanged. Both sides held firm during the Obama Administration, but the Trump Administration’s position remains to be seen. It threatens to repeal the Affordable Care Act, which would end this dispute; it might also repeal the contraceptive mandate or settle the Zubik cases on the religious organizations’ terms.

The rather desperate order in Zubik may imply that the Court was divided four-four on the merits; it at least implies that one or more Justices hoped to avoid deciding. This apparent deadlock surprised me. A decision for the religious non-profits here would cause the decision in Hobby Lobby to come unglued. And the religious organizations’ claim of burden is much weaker than other claims of burden that the Court has rejected.

The employers in Hobby Lobby were required to pay, contract, and arrange for drugs and devices they believed to be abortifacients. The employers in Zubik do not have to pay, contract, or arrange for anything that they object to. That seems to be a fundamental difference. But it is not a difference that changed the bottom line for the interest groups lined up on each side in both cases, and perhaps it did not matter to any Justice.

If the ultimate decision in Zubik leaves women without seamless access to free contraception, then parts of the criticism the Court received after Hobby Lobby will finally have some basis in fact. But we are not there yet, and I still think that those who would take us there do not have the votes on the Supreme Court. Justice Kennedy still seems unlikely in the end to vote for an outcome that deprives women of free contraception. Religious liberty subject to the compelling interest test is not a threat to American health care.

8. Id. at 1560.
9. Compare Supplemental Brief for Petitioners at 6 (demanding separate insurance policies and separate enrollment processes), with Supplemental Reply Brief for the Respondents 3-6, 8-9 (rejecting these demands as illegal and an obstacle to women actually receiving contraception).
10. See Brief of Baptist Joint Committee for Religious Liberty as Amicus Curiae in Support of Respondents at 8-11, 21-26, Zubik [in volume 3 at 450-52, 457-60].
If President Trump gets a second appointment to the Supreme Court, then in all likelihood Kennedy would no longer be the swing vote, and decisions depriving employees of benefits would become much more likely. Or Trump and his allies could repeal the right to free contraception by legislation or regulation, for reasons that may have nothing to do with religious liberty, and the issue would never come back to the Court. Religious liberty subject to the compelling-interest test is not a threat to American health care. Donald Trump may be.

2. Other Health Care Issues, Real and Imagined

A. Real Issues

Another health care issue that has actually been litigated is emergency contraception at pharmacies. But as of 2012, forty-two states had imposed no requirements with respect to this issue, and six had imposed rules short of requiring that all pharmacies stock and supply emergency contraception.\textsuperscript{11}

When forty-eight states have, at most, a less restrictive rule, and forty-two states impose no requirement at all, it is hard to imagine a compelling government interest for the two outliers.\textsuperscript{12} The problem is not that none of the other states care about providing the full range of pharmaceuticals to their citizens; it is that none of them find it necessary to burden constitutional rights to achieve that goal. What is it that makes such means necessary in the outlier states?

Religious pharmacists in Illinois won an exemption under the Illinois Conscience Act.\textsuperscript{13} But the Washington rule was upheld against a constitutional challenge in the Ninth Circuit, and the Supreme Court denied certiorari.\textsuperscript{14} The


\textsuperscript{12} See Holt v. Hobbs, 135 S. Ct. 853, 866 (2015) [in this volume at 363-452] (relying on practice of “vast majority of States and the Federal Government” permitting prisoners to grow beards, and holding that defendant prison system had failed to show why it could not do the same).


\textsuperscript{14} Stormans, Inc. v. Wiesman, 794 F.3d 1064 (9th Cir. 2015), \textit{cert. denied}, 136 S. Ct. 2433 (2016). This case and the broader issues it raises are discussed at greater length in Douglas Laycock and Steven T. Collis, \textit{Generally Applicable Law and the Free Exercise of Religion}, 95 Neb. L. Rev. 1 (2016) [too late for volume 2; maybe someday in a volume 6].
underlying issue is of obvious importance, but the state claimed that it was not squarely presented, and the Court may not have wanted to decide a fundamental issue about the meaning of the Free Exercise Clause with only eight Justices.

The trial court in the Washington case found that pharmacies are generally not required to stock any particular drug and that no pharmacy could possibly stock all available drugs.\(^{15}\) Despite much effort and many test shoppers, plaintiffs failed to show that anyone had been unable to get timely emergency contraception.\(^{16}\) Of those pharmacies that did not stock emergency contraception, fewer than 10% offered religious reasons; the rest offered business reasons.\(^{17}\) Conscientiously objecting pharmacies who refuse to stock emergency contraception are no threat to the timely availability of emergency contraception.

Washington law had long protected business discretion about what drugs to stock, and newly amended rules were said not to change that, except for religious objections to emergency contraception.\(^{18}\) Religious reasons would be singled out for prohibition. This was more a matter of regulatory intent and enforcement policy than of the text of the rules. The “Stocking Rule” says that a pharmacy “must maintain at all times a representative assortment of drugs in order to meet the pharmaceutical needs of its patients.”\(^{19}\) The “Delivery Rule,” adopted in 2007, says that pharmacies must deliver prescribed drugs, subject to several exceptions, one of which is “[u]navailability of the drug or device despite good faith compliance with” the Stocking Rule.\(^{20}\)

In the forty-year history of the Stocking Rule, no pharmacy has ever been cited for violating it.\(^{21}\) The Stocking Rule does not require pharmacies to stock all drugs—such a requirement would be impossible. So it is not clear from the text of the regulations that the Delivery Rule changed anything. But the history of the Delivery Rule’s creation is clear; it is understood and intended to provide a basis for penalizing conscientious refusals to deliver emergency contraception.\(^{22}\)

The state said that it prohibited pharmacies from acting on the basis of secular conscience as well as religious conscience. But that added nothing; despite substantial effort, it could not find even one pharmacy with secular

\(^{15}\) Stormans, 854 F. Supp. 2d at 933-34.
\(^{16}\) Id. at 946-51.
\(^{17}\) Id. at 949.
\(^{18}\) Id. at 940-46, 952-61.
\(^{19}\) Wash. Admin. Code § 246-869-150(1).
\(^{21}\) Stormans, 854 F. Supp. 2d at 934.
\(^{22}\) Id. at 956-59.
conscientious objections to emergency contraception. And assuming it found one somewhere, a law that applies only to religion and to one rare and closely analogous case is still very far from generally applicable.

Yet the Ninth Circuit held that this targeted regulation is a neutral and generally applicable law, subject only to rational-basis review under the Free Exercise Clause as interpreted in Employment Division v. Smith. There are at least three major problems with the court’s analysis. First, when considering whether the regulations prohibit any secular reasons for failing to stock and deliver drugs, the court myopically focused on the bare text of the regulations, largely ignoring the interpretation revealed by the enforcement history and refusing to consider the drafting history. If the court had considered reality instead of the bare text, as it had already done in deciding that the regulations prohibit conscience-based refusals to stock and deliver, it would have concluded that the regulations prohibit these conscience-based refusals—and almost nothing else.

Second, and more fundamentally, the court said that business reasons for not stocking or delivering drugs make sense and, therefore, do not detract from the general applicability of the rules. That is, business reasons for not stocking a drug are good reasons, sufficient to justify a decision not to stock, but religious reasons are bad reasons, insufficient to justify a decision not to stock. This is precisely the negative “value judgment” about religion that the Free Exercise Clause prohibits.

In Sherbert v. Verner, South Carolina occasionally found acceptable secular reasons for an employee to refuse work and seek unemployment compensation instead. Explaining Sherbert in Smith, the Court said that because there were “at least some” secular exceptions to the eligibility rules, there had to be a religious exception as well. In Church of the Lukumi Babalu Aye, Inc. v. City of Hialeah, the city and state recognized a long list of permitted secular reasons for killing animals. In both Sherbert and Lukumi, the permitted secular reasons were perfectly

23. Id. at 982-83.
24. Stormans, 794 F.3d at 1075-84.
26. Stormans, 794 F.3d at 1080.
29. Smith, 494 U.S. at 884.
30. Lukumi, 508 U.S. at 543-44 (noting that fishing, hunting, extermination, euthanasia, and medical research were all permitted reasons for killing animals).
sensible; they were not bad reasons. But exceptions for those reasons required a similar exception for religious reasons for refusing jobs or killing animals.

A rule that permits an act when done for secular reasons but prohibits the same or analogous acts when done for religious reasons discriminates against religious reasons. Such a rule may conceivably be justified by a compelling government interest, but it is not neutral and generally applicable as the Court applied that concept in Smith and Lukumi. By treating the legitimacy of business reasons for not filling prescriptions as going to general applicability instead of to justification, the Ninth Circuit substituted rational-basis review for compelling-interest review.

Third, the Ninth Circuit approved a formula for discriminatory enforcement. The court said it was irrelevant that the rules had never been enforced against anyone but the plaintiff, because the Pharmacy Commission followed a policy of “complaint-driven enforcement.” There had been “many complaints” against the plaintiff, and hardly any complaints against anyone else. So the court validated a multi-year campaign by ideologically motivated activists to drive one small pharmacy out of business because the activists found its religious practices unacceptable.

In vitro fertilization is another morally contested treatment, because unused embryos are often discarded in the process. I am not aware of any litigation about insurance plans. Only nine or ten states require insurance plans to cover in vitro fertilization, and four of those specifically exempt employers with religious objections. This is one context where protecting the very serious religious-liberty claim may bar access to a particular treatment for employees.

There has been employment litigation about teachers in Catholic schools who undergo in vitro fertilization in violation of morals clauses in their employment contracts. That litigation has not gone well for the schools. But both schools appear to have relied only on employment-law defenses, and failed to offer a RFRA defense.

31. Stormans, 794 F.3d at 1083-84.
32. For the question whether conscientiously objecting physicians may be required to provide this treatment, and other related issues, see I. Glenn Cohen, Religion and Reproductive Technology, in Law, Religion, and Health in the United States 360 (Holly Fernandez Lynch et al. eds., Cambridge 2017).
The widespread exemptions from vaccination laws are never based on general guarantees of religious liberty. Rather, forty-seven state legislatures have enacted specific exemptions from vaccination requirements. All of these exemptions include religious beliefs, and sixteen include personal or philosophical beliefs.

A claim for exemption from vaccination laws under a state RFRA would present an easy case under the compelling-interest test. Most obviously, unvaccinated children, who are far too young to decide for themselves, are exposed to risks of serious diseases. Moreover, there is a large pseudo-scientific movement seeking exemption. When large numbers of people claim exemption, a virus can spread in the population and put everyone at risk. Even those who are vaccinated are no longer safe, because no vaccine is 100-percent effective. And some people cannot be vaccinated because of compromised immune systems or for other medical reasons. So those who refuse vaccination endanger those around them. These are the reasons most often cited in opposition to exemptions.

Beyond these familiar and sufficient reasons is a serious collective-action problem. It is in the interest of anyone with the slightest qualms about vaccination to have everyone else vaccinated and to be exempt himself; he would be protected without incurring whatever risk he perceives. But that outcome is unachievable; allowing these would-be free riders to claim exemption soon results in many people unvaccinated, not just one. The anti-vaccination movement has many adherents, all with strong incentives to claim any religious exemption that is available either honestly, or more often, falsely. The existence of widespread secular incentives to false claims is a reason to refuse exemptions that has visibly influenced judicial decisions under the compelling-interest test.

36. Id. at 886 n.121. California repealed its exemption after Lu compiled her list. 2015 Cal. Legis. Serv. ch. 35, § 4.
39. See Douglas Laycock, Church and State in the United States: Competing Conceptions and Historic Changes, 13 IND. J. GLOBAL LEGAL STUD. 503, 534 (2006) [in volume 1 at 429-
The larger point illustrated by the vaccination example is that legislatures are not better than courts at assessing the public interest with respect to religious exemptions. It is hard to imagine a court getting this so wrong. But nearly every state legislature has gotten it wrong, and many of them have protected not just religious conscience, but anyone who wants to free-ride, reads crackpot science, or objects for any other reason.

B. Hypothetical Issues

The other claims that people have imagined have never happened, and are not likely to happen. Justice Ginsburg envisioned employers refusing to insure blood transfusions, antidepressants, vaccinations, or medicines derived from pigs. Or maybe Christian Science employers would refuse to provide any medical insurance at all. But all of these are medical treatments that various religious groups refuse to accept for themselves. Few of these religious groups believe that these treatments harm innocent third parties, let alone that they kill babies. These religious teachings are quite unlike the teaching at issue in Hobby Lobby.

Christian Scientists have long lobbied for the exemptions they need. They are seeking a legislative exemption from the Affordable Care Act’s individual mandate; they do not want to buy health insurance for themselves, which would go unused. They have such an exemption in Massachusetts, which enacted the original state plan on which the Affordable Care Act was modeled.

They have not sought exemption from the employers’ obligation to provide insurance for their employees. Their bill does not address that issue, and the Church’s website expresses no opposition to the employer mandate.

30] (applying this analysis to cases refusing exemptions to military draft, tax collection, and school desegregation).


41. See Workman v. Mingo Cty. Bd. of Educ., 419 F. App’x 348, 352-54 (4th Cir. 2011) (upholding vaccination requirement under compelling-interest standard; collecting cases); cf. Prince v. Massachusetts, 321 U.S. 158, 166-67 (1944) (“The right to practice religion freely does not include the right to expose the community or the child to communicable disease”).


Jones, Manager of the Church’s Federal Office, confirmed in a conversation that the Church does not object to providing health insurance for employees who want it. He said that the Church’s headquarters has long provided coverage for either Christian Science treatment or standard medical treatment, as each employee chooses, and he is not aware of any Christian Science business person resisting employee health insurance on religious grounds.

Similar reasoning applies to Jehovah’s Witnesses and blood transfusions. It is extremely important to Jehovah’s Witnesses not to have a blood transfusion themselves; so far as I understand their teaching, they have no reason to refuse to provide blood transfusions for others. As a general matter, “they do not believe that they have a right to impose their values on persons outside their community.” Whatever the explanation, I know of no litigation about excluding blood transfusions from health insurance plans.

And so it is with all the other hypothetical claims. They have not happened. They are not likely to happen. And if they ever do, the claim to exemption will look rather different. The Obama Administration believed that contraception pays for itself in avoided pregnancies, and this belief enabled it to find a solution that may not be available with respect to anything else. Making the insurers pay on the side either would not work, because few or none of these other medical treatments will pay for themselves, or it would work, in which case employees can be protected without burdening employers. And if employees have to actually do without these other forms of medical care, that would be a very different case from *Hobby Lobby*.

